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Abstract
Currently, coupled mode theory (CMT) is widely used for calculating the
coupling coefficient of twin-core fibers (TCFs) that are used in a broad range
of important applications. This approach is highly accurate for scenarios with
weak coupling between the cores but shows significant errors in the strong
coupling scenarios, necessitating the use of a more accurate method for
coupling coefficient calculations. Therefore, in this work, we calculate the
coupling coefficients of TCFs using the supermode theory with finite element
method (FEM) that has higher accuracy than CMT, particularly for the strong
coupling TCF. To investigate the origin of the differences between the results
obtained by these two methods, the modal field distributions of the supermodes of TCF are simulated and analyzed in detail.
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1. Introduction
Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in the attention devoted to research
on the twin-core fiber (TCF) with two parallel cores around the center of the fiber [1] [2] [3] [4]. The coupling effect between the two cores caused by the evanescent light field can realize multi-selection function for light power, wavelength, polarization, and other properties [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. Compared to the
conventional fiber, TCF has a broader range of possible applications in filters
and directional couplers [10] [11] [12] [13]. For these applications, the coupling
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coefficient is one of the most important parameters describing the optical
coupling between the cores [14] [15] [16] [17]. Therefore, an accurate calculation of the coupling coefficient is highly important for the design and applications of TCFs. The conventional methods for calculating the coupling coefficient
of the TCF are based on the coupled mode theory (CMT) and may only be applicable for weak coupling scenarios and give erroneous results in the case of
strong coupling between the cores [18].
In this paper, we focus on the study of the coupling coefficient of the TCF
with two symmetric single-mode cores. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the coupling coefficients of the TCF are investigated in detail
for different gap sizes (edge-to-edge distance between the adjacent cores), core
radii, and relative index differences using the supermode theory with finite element method (FEM). Moreover, to prove the importance and necessity of using
the method based on the supermode theory with FEM for the calculation of the
coupling coefficient, it is verified that the analytical expression based on CMT
leads to obvious errors in the calculations for strong coupling scenarios through
the comparison of the coupling coefficients obtained by CMT with the results
obtained by the supermode theory with FEM calculations. In Section 3, the
modal field distribution of the TCF is also analyzed using CMT and the supermode theory with FEM calculations to investigate the origin of the errors of the
CMT analytical expression for the coupling coefficient in the strong coupling
scenario. It is concluded that the method for the calculation of the coupling
coefficient between modes in a TCF based on the supermode theory with FEM
described in this paper is effective and accurate in both strong and weak coupling scenarios, and can be extended to the directional couplers and filters.

2. Theory
The general form of TCF with two identical cores supporting only the fundamental HE11 mode is illustrated in Figure 1. The two cores are arranged as
shown in Figure 1 where a is the core radius, n1 and n0 are the refractive indices
of the core and cladding of the TCF, respectively, and dg is the size of the gap
between the adjacent cores. In addition, the operational wavelength is λ and the
relative index difference is ∆ [19].
According to the supermode theory, first-order and second-order supermodes
are present in a twin-core single-mode fiber, and their propagation constants are

Figure 1. Schematic of the TCF structure with two identical cores.
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β1 and β2, respectively. The coupling length is defined as the shortest fiber length
that is necessary for the incident light power to be transferred completely from
one core to another core. For supermode theory, the coupling length L can be
calculated as [20] [21]

π
π
=
.
β1 − β 2 2κ e

=
L

(1)

Based on Equation (1), the effective coupling coefficient κe can be expressed as

κe =

β1 − β 2
2

(2)

.

For a twin-core optical fiber with two symmetrical cores, the relation between
the coupling coefficient κ and the effective coupling coefficient κe is

κ = κe .

(3)

We use FEM calculations as implemented by the commercial COMSOL Multiphysics software to model and simulate the TCF and obtain accurate values of

β1 and β2, and then use the Equations (2) and (3) to obtain an accurate value of
κ.
Moreover, to verify the importance of the method based on the supermode
theory with FEM for calculating the coupling coefficients in strong coupling
conditions, we compare the coupling coefficients between the two fundamental
modes in the TCF with different gap sizes dg, core radii a and relative index differences ∆ obtained using Equations (2) and (3) based on the supermode theory
with FEM with those obtained CMT.
According to CMT, the analytical expression for the calculation of the coupling coefficient is [18] [22]
∞

κ=

∞

ωε 0 ∫−∞ ∫−∞ (n12 − n02 ) E1* ⋅ E2 dxdy
∞

∞

∫−∞ ∫−∞ uz ⋅ ( E1 × H1 + E1 × H1 )dxdy
*

*

,

(4)

In order to make cores in TCF support only the fundamental HE11 mode, the
basic structural parameters are fixed as the following: a = 3.5 µm, dg = 2 µm, n0 =
1.444, λ = 1550 nm, and ∆ = 0.25%, unless some parameter is investigated and
varied. The coupling coefficients for different dg, a, and ∆ together with the relative differences between the CMT and the supermode theory with FEM values
are shown in Figures 2-4, respectively.
The coupling coefficients between the modes in the TCF and the corresponding relative error are shown as a function of dg in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b),
respectively. Figure 2(a) shows that the coupling coefficient increases with the
decreasing dg owing to the fact that the decrease in dg leads to the increase of the
effective modal field intensity in Equation (4), and it is observed a discrepancy
between the coupling coefficient obtained by CMT and that obtained by the supermode theory with FEM for small dg. Similarly, the relative error Re increases
with the decreasing gap size in Figure 2(b). Thus, as dg decreases, the strength of
the mode coupling between the cores increases, along with the increasing
DOI: 10.4236/opj.2021.118029
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. (a) Coupling coefficient of two fundamental HE11 modes as a function of the
gap size, for a working wavelength of 1.55 µm, core radius of 3.5 µm, cladding index of
1.444, and relative index difference of 0.25%. (b) Corresponding relative errors as a function of the gap size.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Coupling coefficient of two fundamental HE11 modes as a function of the
core radius, with gap size of 2 µm, other parameters are the same as those used to obtain
Figure 2. (b) Corresponding relative errors as a function of the core radius.
DOI: 10.4236/opj.2021.118029
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4. (a) Coupling coefficient of two fundamental HE11 modes as a function of the
relative index difference, other parameters are the same as those used to obtain Figure 2
and Figure 3. (b) Corresponding relative errors as a function of the relative index difference.

relative error. For example, it is observed that the Re increases to approximately
6.6% when dg decreases to 0.
Figure 3 shows coupling coefficients and Re as a function of the core radius a.
It can be seen from Figure 3(a) that the coupling coefficient increases with the
decreasing a due to the increasing effective modal field intensity, while there is
an obvious discrepancy between the coupling coefficients obtained by the two
methods particularly for small a. And Figure 3(b) shows that Re overall increases with the decreasing a. For a fixed gap size, less optical power is confined in the
core region for a smaller core radius, strengthening the mode coupling between
the cores. Re increases with decreasing a, Re is greater than 8% when the a is approximately 3.2 µm. In addition, it is shown from Figure 3(b) that Re slightly
increases with an increasing core radius of bigger than 5 µm.
The results of the analysis of the impact of the relative index difference ∆ on
the coupling coefficients between the modes in the TCF are given in Figure 4. It
is observed that the coupling coefficient firstly increases and then decreases with
the decreasing ∆, because in Equation (4), the effective modal field intensity increases dominantly and then the coupling coefficient decreases with the decreasing ∆ since that at this time the ( n12 − n02 ) decreases significantly as the ∆
decreases. It is also shown from Figure 4(b) that Re slightly increases with an
increasing relative index difference of bigger than 0.54%.
DOI: 10.4236/opj.2021.118029
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In summary, the simulation results show that there is a significant discrepancy
between the coupling coefficient value obtained by CMT and that obtained by
the supermode theory with FEM for the case of strong coupling between cores,
e.g., when either the gap size dg, core radius a, or relative index difference ∆ are
quite small, demonstrating that the results obtained using CMT will be erroneous in strong coupling scenarios. In this case, the supermode theory with FEM
approach should be used for a more accurate calculation of the coupling coefficient.

3. Simulation and Discussion
It can be seen from Equation (4) that according to CMT, κ depends on the modal field distribution. In addition, the modal field distribution is an important
characteristic for the supermodes that determines the effective area of the supermodes related to the nonlinear properties of TCF. To study the origin of the
observed errors for the results obtained using the CMT analytical expression in
the strong coupling scenario described above, we simulated the modal field distributions of the first-order supermode and the second-order supermode in the
TCF with two identical single-mode cores using CMT and the supermode theory
with FEM.
According to CMT, the modal field distribution F corresponding to the two
supermodes in TCF with two identical cores is given by [22]

F± ( x, y ) =
(1 + f ±2 ) −1/ 2 [ F1 ( x, y ) + f ± F2 ( x, y )].

(5)

In the case of a symmetric TCF, f± = ±1 and the supermodes are the even and
odd combinations of F1 and F2.
Additionally, the modal field distributions of the first-order supermode and
the second-order supermode in the TCF can also be obtained accurately by the
supermode theory with FEM calculations using the commercial COMSOL Multiphysics software.
Here same parameters are used for the TCF as those in the studies described
in Section 2. The operational wavelength λ is fixed at 1.55 µm, and the cladding
refractive index n0 is set to 1.444. The values of the relative index difference ∆,
gap size dg, and core radius a are initially set to 0.25%, 2 µm, and 3.5 µm, respectively. For a strong coupling scenario with a particularly small gap size dg, the
modal field distributions of the first-order supermode and the second-order supermode in the TCF are plotted in Figure 5.
It is observed from Figure 5 that there is a discrepancy between the modal
field distributions of the first-order supermode and the second-order supermode
obtained by CMT and corresponding modal field distributions obtained by the
supermode theory with FEM in the strong coupling scenario with a small gap
size. To verify that the field distributions obtained by the two methods are different, the curves of the normalized electric field intensity for one-dimensional
slices in three directions are depicted in Figure 6, and it is observed that the
curves of the normalized electric field intensity obtained by CMT do not agree
DOI: 10.4236/opj.2021.118029
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Figure 5. Modal distributions of the supermodes in the TCF with a gap size of 1 µm, core
radius of 3.5 µm, with the wavelength of 1.55 µm, cladding index of 1.444, and relative
index difference of 0.25%. (a1) 1st supermode obtained using CMT, (b1) 2nd supermode
obtained using CMT, (a2) 1st supermode obtained by FEM calculations, (b2) 2nd supermode obtained by FEM calculations.

Figure 6. Two-dimensional modal field distribution of TCF with a gap size of 1 µm, core
radius of 3.5 µm, working wavelength of 1.55 µm, cladding index of 1.444, and relative
index difference of 0.25%. The dashed line in Fig represents the position of two cores. (a)
1st supermode at y = 0, (b) 1st supermode at x = −4 µm, (c) 1st supermode at x = 0, (d)
2nd supermode at y = 0, (e) 2nd supermode at x = −4 µm, (f) 2nd supermode at x = 0.

well with the results obtained by the FEM coupled supermode theory calculations.
Using the CMT and the supermode theory with FEM calculations, the modal
field distributions of the first-order supermode and the second-order supermode
in the TCF are simulated and the one-dimensional slices of normalized electric
field intensities in three directions are also analyzed for a small core radius and a
small relative refractive index difference. And it is shown that the simulation results are similar to those in the strong coupling scenario for a small gap size. The
field distributions of the supermode in the TCF obtained by CMT are signifiDOI: 10.4236/opj.2021.118029
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cantly different from the results obtained by the supermode theory with FEM in
the strong coupling scenario for either a small core radius or a small relative refractive index difference.
In summary, the electric field intensities obtained by CMT that determine the
coupling coefficients show clear errors in strong coupling scenarios such as
when either the gap size, the core radius, or the relative refractive index difference is quite small. This is the origin of the obvious error obtained when Equation (4) based on CMT is used in the strong coupling scenario as mentioned in
Section 2.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, the coupling coefficients are accurately calculated using the supermode theory with FEM approach. It is verified that the coupling coefficients
obtained by the conventional analytical expression based on CMT have significant errors in strong coupling scenarios, affecting adversely the analysis of mode
propagation for TCFs. In such scenarios, the more accurate results obtained by
the supermode theory with FEM should be used. Furthermore, the modal field
distributions that determine the coupling coefficients of the sueprmodes in a
TCF with two identical single-mode cores are simulated using both CMT and
the supermode theory with FEM. Simulation results show that the modal field
distribution obtained by CMT is clearly inaccurate in the strong coupling scenario, revealing the origin of the differences between the two methods for calculating the coupling coefficients of TCFs.
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